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Director Daniel Auteuil
Based on the work of Marcel Pagnol,
adapted by Daniel Auteuil
Original score Alexandre Desplat
Director of photography JeanFrancois Robin
Costume designer Jean-Marc Pacaud
Art Direction Bernard Vezat
Cast
Astrid Bergès-Frisbey (Patricia
Amoretti)
Daniel Auteuil (Pascal Amoretti)
Jean-Pierre Darroussin (M. Mazel)
Kad Merad (Felipe Rambert)
Nicolas Duvauchelle (Jacques Mazel)
Sabene Azema (Mme. Mazel)
Our previous film, Coriolanus, was the directorial debut of Ralph Fiennes, who also starred in the
production. Tonight’s film is the first film directed by Daniel Auteuil. Indeed he also adapted the story and
played a lead role. Directing a film based on Marcel Pagnol original was truly dear to Auteuil, who
immensely loves the work of the late writer and film director.
I have not seen this film but it looks to have all the ingredients of a classic. For starters it is a
remake of a film of a novel by Marcel Pagnol’. (Does anyone remember the club’s showing of “Manon des
Sources” and “Jean de Florette?” I do). I have always enjoyed the films made from Pagnol’s novels but
hadn’t realised until I researched this film that Pagnol was a filmmaker too. Indeed he wrote, produced AND
directed the original version of La Fille du Puisatier in 1940. The film you are to see tonight is the directorial
debut of Daniel Auteuil who played the lovesick hero in Manon des Sources. You may also remember him
as the main character in“Conversations avec monjardinier” which the club also filmed relatively recently- (a
couple of years ago I think.) Auteuil also stars in tonight’s film as the widowed well-digger Pascal.
The following is from a review by Michael O’Sullivan.
“The film is set just before the start of World War I. The well-digger’s daughter Patricia is pregnant
and unmarried. Compounding that sexual taboo ...(NB how dated that now sounds!! JMC)…is the fact that
the baby’s father, Jacques, is the son of a wealthy shopkeeper, while Patricia’s family are working class.
After one brief assignation with the handsome pilot, Patricia discovers that she is with child. Jacques,
meanwhile, has been called off to war, without so much as a chance to say goodbye.
The situation, in short, is a mess considering the mores of the period in which the film is set.
Pascal visits the parents of Jacques to plead his daughter’s case but they react badly. However,
Pascal behaves badly too when he ships his daughter off to live with his sister. For him it is as if his “lost”
daughter is dead. (It’s good we’ve moved on n’est ce pas? JMC…..)

The rest of the film revolves around Pascal’s slow evolution, if not into a paradigm of tolerance, then
into something more closely resembling an example of 21st century enlightenment.”
Michael O’Sullivan
My guess is that it will be precisely if we can accept the outmoded behaviour of the 1940’s, when it
is shown in a contemporary setting, which will decide whether we deem the film a success. Filmed in the
Provence countryside I am sure the film will be a visual delight. Daniel Auteuil can do no wrong in my book
but I reserve the right to change my mind!
Back to Michael O’Sullivan who clearly thinks the film struggles to be credible
“The Well-Diggers daughter is a relic of another time, both in terms of its quaint moral code and its
even quainter movie making.”
What do you think?
Janet Cummins

Asked as to who was responsible for suggesting that the original Pagnol film could be remade, Auteil
recalled “... it was the Pagnol family. We had stayed in touch after Jean De Florrette. It so happens that, at
the same time, I was talking with Alain Sarde about role that I could play, projects that we could try to set
up. I was thinking a lot about the films that Marcel Pagnol made of Jean Giono's novels because those are
stories and characters that mean a lot t to me, that touch me, but things are rather complex where the
rights are concerned. And then, one day, the Pagnol family said to Alain, "Don't you think The Well Digger's
Daughter might interest Daniel? He's the right age now…" I immediately jumped at the idea - the welldigger is one of Pagnol's finest characters -- and when Alain said, "Who do you think could direct it?" I
answered, "Me!" Alain didn't bat an eyelid; he simply fell silent for a second, then said, "Why not?" He
immediately trusted me, as if this were self-evident... Then he went to see Jerome Seydouxx who placed
his trust in me too.”
It is obvious that the film is also addressed to my parents and to the young
man I used to be, to the life that I have been able to have thanks to the
education I received. It speaks of the past through the eyes of the present.
It's true, my parents are everywhere. In the images, in the landscapes, in the
arias sung by Caruso and that my father also sang, in the characters… Mrs
Mazel is my mother. When she explains why she didn't give Jacques's letter
to Patricia, she says: "They all wanted to take my son." That's my mother all
over!
“Firstly, I worked a great deal on the film's preparation. For many months, I
scouted for locations; I travelled all over the Provence of my childhood… The
Alpilles, Saint Remy, Eygalières where I used to go walking with my parents.
At a very early stage, I asked Jean-Francois Robin to be my director of
photography. We have known each other for a long time, since Claude
Sautet's Quelques Jours Avec Moi I knew he would be the ideal partner.
I put together my crew just like in The Magnificent Seven, choosing people whom, over the years I've been
doing this job, I have enjoyed frequenting and with whom I wanted to spend more time. People whom I trust

and who would support me as we worked all together on this film that I wanted to be a gem! Be it PiierreYves Gayraud for the costumes, Bernard Vezat for the sets, Joëlle Hache for the editing… I talked a great
deal with Jean-Franncois, had lengthy discussions and visited a lot of locations before the problem of
directing per sea rose. As if, while I was working on the adaptation of the screenplay, while I was preparing
the film, I did not want to think about the transition to the image. As if it were something that, deep down,
was still taboo, or even forbidden!
In fact, it's amusing that, until now, as an actor, I had
never once asked myself the question, "Now, where
would I put the camera?" In fact, I simply think I didn't
want to create the images artificially. I wanted the
camera direction to come from the text. That's how I
prepared the film. Each shot was born of the words,
the situation, the emotions...”
Asked whether he missed having someone else
keeping an eye on his own performance, Auteuil
replied “No, it was like Spartacus finding himself free,
it was the slaves' rebellion! My big surprise in this
new line of work has been to attain something that I
thought totally impossible: complete self-abandonment. I never imagined that one day o on a film set, the
actor that I am would move into the background to such an extent for me. When it was my turn to act, I
went out there, I did a few takes and then I returned to the directing. It was as if I had no time to lose with
myself! This was the first time I had taken so little interest in myself. All of a sudden, I discovered the
pleasure of directing others, of conjuring up shots and images, of arousing laughter and emotions that did
not depend solely on me. I also discovered the fascination of filming faces and certain landscapes that
resemble faces... I did not think it was possible to find such pleasure simply in filming a face...”
Questioned as to what surprised him most as a
director he stated “The power of the obsession. For
two years, I can say I thought of nothing else. I slept
four hours a night; I would wake at two in the
morning and work on the script breakdown again. It
was as if it had released something within me. I didn't
know I could be so stubborn, so determined. But,
oddly, perhaps because everything found an echo
within me, was all so familiar and took me back to
such personal things, to people I've known n, to
feelings I've experienced, to relationships I'm familiar
with, to landscapes I love, I rarely thought throughout
this whole adventure that it was a first film. I always
felt that it followed on from those I had made as an
actor, that it was part of a logical sequence, that it
was the consequence of them...”
Daniel Auteuil said that after The Well-Digger’s daughter, he was thinking of directing other films adapted
from Marcel Pagnol’s work, especially the renown trilogy made of Marius, Fanny and Cesar...
Iain McGlashan

The printing of the notes for each
film is undertaken by Repropoint
free of charge
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Average Score – 5.84

Total received – 25

Your Comments
We have not learned much in 449 years
Powerful stuff
Very enjoyable production
Slow to start but worth the wait
It took a while to get to Shakespeare plotting and intrigue – acting brilliant
My first thoughts were this is what it must be like in Syria today
Flawed overly violent at the start, could have done with subtitles
Desperately needed subtitles – Shakespeare would not have been happy with the
annunciation
Position
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3rd =
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Film
The Best Exotic Marigold Hotel
The Artist
Hugo
Departures
My Week With Marilyn
Le Ballon Rouge
Of Gods and Men
A Separation
Pal Joey
La Grande Illusion
Shadow of a Doubt
Of Time and the City
Rumba
Peepli Live!
Coriolanus
Crin Blanc (White Mane)
French shorts combined score
La Boulangère de Monceau
Wolke 9

The next film is our final one
for this season:

9.15pm (after
AGM) on
Thursday 24
May 2013:

Average Score
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4.56

